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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

INT. BILL CORP LABORATORY NIGHT TIME

SUSPENSE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Inside of the

Bill Corp Laboratory 3 SCIENTISTS are leaving the lab. The

last scientist TURNS OFF the light and CLOSES the door.

Up on the skylight of the laboratory BILLY BILLS 16 year old

Caucasian teen, smart, handsome, kindhearted, caring, 6 feet

tall has blue eyes and red hair sees through the sky light

window to see that all of the scientist are out from the

laboratory.

BILLY BILLS

Prefect everyone is gone.

Billy Bills took out a pocket laser out from his pocket and

uses it to CUT a hole into the sky light window. The glass

hole fall down into the laboratory and CRASHES on the floor

of the laboratory. Billy Bills leaps down from the sky light

and onto the floor of the laboratory. Billy TURNS ON 1 of

the computers and OPENS 1 of the computer files.

Billy Bills OPENS the weapons file and CLICKED on the

Billbot blueprints and then printed them off. He then

clicked on the delete button DELETING all of the weapons

files. Billy grabs the blueprints and put them into his

backpack.

BILLY BILLS

I don’t want my dad to destroy

everything with machines of mass

destruction, I won’t let him.

Billy Bills runs to the door and then stops to grab an

advance wristwatch from the table.

BILLY BILLS

I better take this just in cause.

CUT TO

INT. BILL CORP CAMARA ROOM NIGHT TIME

In the camara room BUSTER BILLS in his 40’s handsome, fit,

6’6 feet tall, cure, evil and selfish who is in the Bill

Corp Camara Room, where he sees on the camara in the

laboratory Billy Bills is going out through the door of the

laboratory.

(CONTINUED)
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BUSTER BILLS

(madly disappointed)

Oh Billy, you don’t know what it

took to make those blueprints, oh

well the lab built them before you

destroyed those blueprints.

Buster Bills PRESSED a button on his watch.

CUT TO

INT. BILL CORP ROBOT WAREHOUSE.

Inside of the Bill Corp robot warehouse the BILLBOTS

levitating white robots POWER UP and their eyes GLOW RED and

match out of the warehouse.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF TEASER

FADE IN

EXT. EUCALYPCITY STREET FAIR THE NEXT DAY NOON.

FUN CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The next day at the

Eucalypcity Street Fair the Koalas are at the fair wearing

their hoodies and sunglasses with Katelyn Reads and S.P.D

who are also wearing their hoodies and sunglasses.

KATELYN READS

(to the Koalas and S.P.D)

So you guys walk around in those,

while it is a wonderful warm day

out.

PAUL

(smiles)

Well it’s a sign that we are better

off then being safe then sorry.

JAKE

(agrees)

Totally, we don’t want away one to

experiment on.

DEXTER

Or to having crazies fans wanting

an autograph.

(CONTINUED)
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KATELYN READS

(suggests)

Yeah, but is it even possible to

wear like wigs with the sunglasses.

MARTIN

(to Katelyn)

Yeah will think about that next

time.

While the Koalas, Katelyn Reads and S.P.D are walking

through the street fair Bruce notice a dunk tank with a

BARED OLD MAN on the dunk tank.

BRUCE’S P.O.V

BARED OLD MAN

Come on step right up and dunk me

into the tank.

RETURN TO SCENE.

Bruce shoves his shoulders and pick up a ball. Bruce throws

the ball at the target of the dunk tank, but Bruce missed

the target.

BARED OLD MAN

(insults Bruce)

Ohhh you miss sonny.

BRUCE

(smile)

Hmm!!! You don’t know the rules of

Bruce.

BARED OLD MAN

Huh

Bruce does a flying jump kick right at the target of the

dunk tank hitting the target causing the target to DING and

causing the old bared man SPLASH into the dunk tank.

BRUCE

(smiles)

No one insults Big Bruce

FLUFFY

(mentioned)

Expect your siblings once.

Then the Koalas, Katelyn Reads and S.P.D stop by a taco

stand.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

(ordering)

We’ll take 9 tacos please.

Paul takes out 9 dollars out from his wallet and gives it to

the CASHIER and the cashier gave Paul the 9 tacos. Paul

served the tacos to Bruce, Martin, Jake, Fluffy, Katelyn,

Stan, Peter, and Dexter and they all each grab a taco.

STAN

(smiles)

Thanks Powerful Paul.

Paul grabs his taco out from the tray. Suddenly Billy Bills

who is in a hoodie bump into Paul causing his taco to fall

onto the ground.

BILLY BILLS

(apologizes)

Oh sorry sir.

PAUL

(smile)

It’s OK I’ll get another one.

Billy Bills walks away from the Koalas. Suddenly blueprints

from his backpack comes out from it. Martin picks up the

blueprints and opens it.

MARTIN

(to the others)

Hey guys check this out.

Paul, Jake, Bruce, Fluffy, Katelyn, and S.P.D look at the

blueprints and are surprise.

PAUL

Hmm it seems you’re holding some

blueprints Marty.

JAKE

For what?

MARTIN

Some type of mechanically advance

technically guards.

PETER

Or in a short form highly advance

robots.

Suddenly Billy Bills comes back to grab the blueprints out

from Martin’s hands.

(CONTINUED)
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BILLY BILLS

(mad)

Give me that, you don’t know what

they are.

FLUFFY

And who do you suppose to be?

BILLY BILLS

(rudely answered)

Non of your business.

Billy Bills walks away from them.

PETER

(ask)

Man, what is his problem.

JAKE

Just some guy in a rush.

PAUL

I don’t know about that, those

blueprints that he was holding

belong to Bill Corp.

STAN

Hey I remember that our parents

used to work there.

BRUCE

But why did he wants the blueprints

for?

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. All of a

suddenly an EXPLOSION happens behind the Ferris wheel,

causing the Ferris Wheel to FALL OVER onto the hot dog

stand. Everyone near the hot dog stand run away from the

falling Ferries wheel CRASHES onto the hot dog stand causing

it to EXPLODE.

Everyone in the street fair start to run away.

BRUCE

Whats going on?

Suddenly several BILL BOTS came out from the SMOKE.

FLUFFY

(asks)

Are those the same robots from the

blueprints?

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

Looks like it.

The Bill Bots start to SHOOT their LASERS. The Koalas,

Katelyn Reads and S.P.D all duct and cover so they won’t get

hit by the laser fire.

PAUL

OK that was close, Big Bruce,

Jakey, Marty, Furious Fluffy,

Katelyn let’s kick some bots, S.P.D

get somewhere safe.

The Koalas and Katelyn charge right at the Bill Bots and

S.P.D all hide in an ally.

Paul does a cart wheel and does a jump kick right at one of

the Bill Bots SMASHING it into PIECES and then did a karate

chop at another Bill Bot chopping it in half. Bruce tackles

down 1 of the Bill Bots and then picked up it into the air

and does a jump kick kicking the Bill Bot in the air causing

it to EXPLODE.

Suddenly Paul’s ears WIGGLE and then does a jump back kick

right at the incoming Bill Bot kicking it right to a fire

hydrant causing it to EXPLODE on the fire hydrant causing

the fire hydrant to EXPLODE SPRAYING all of the water out

from the fire hydrant.

Bruce tackles down a Bill Bot right to the ground and RIPS

open the Bill Bot’s chest and pulls out the Bill Bot’s power

source and throws it right at another Bill Bot hitting it

causing the Bill Bot to EXPLODE causing a chain reaction

EXPLODING the other Bill Bots.

Suddenly a Bill Bot grab hold of Bruce from behind lifting

him up into the air.Bruce break from the Bill Bot and lands

onto the ground and then pulled out his grappling hook and

FIRES it at the Bill bot and then slams it to the ground

causing it to EXPLODE.

BRUCE

(smiled)

Koalas Rule!!!

Martin and Jake takes out their net guns and FIRES them at

the Bill Bots. The Bill Bots FIRE their LASERS and the

incoming net CUTTING them into PIECES. Martin and Jake throw

throwing stars at the Bill Bots hitting them causing them to

EXPLODE.From the smoke another Bill Bot comes right at

Martin and Jake. Martin and Jake both karate CHOPS the Bill

Bot into 4 halves causing the robot to EXPLODE.

(CONTINUED)
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Fluffy and Katelyn run up at 2 Bill Bots kicking them

causing the 2 Bill Bots to EXPLODE. Suddenly 6 more Bill

Bots come out from the sky and coming right at Fluffy and

Katelyn. Katelyn quickly FIRES her taser at 1 of the Bill

Bots SHOCKING it causing it to EXPLODE.

Suddenly 1 of the Bill Bots SHOOT their LASERS at Fluffy and

Katelyn. Fluffy throw her sticky bombs right at the Bill

Bots causing the robots to stick together and fall to the

ground.

Suddenly the Bill Bots start to be FUSE together

TRANSFORMING into1 GIANT ROBOT.

FLUFFY

(surprise)

OK I didn’t know they could do

that?

MARTIN

It might be the programming of the

robots.

JAKE

What is next it can multiple.

Suddenly the giant Bill Bot MULTIPLIES into 3 identical

robot clones.

BRUCE

(mad at Jake)

You got to open your mouth don’t

you.

The 4 giant Bill Bots FIRES their LASERS right at them. The

Koalas, and Katelyn Reads all dodge the attack. Paul took

out his nun chucks and swing them around and leaps into the

air and uses his nun chucks to SMASH one of the lasers on 1

of the 4 giant Bill Bots. Suddenly the laser gotten

REATTACHED to the giant Bill Bot.

Then all 4 of the giant Bill Bots FIRE their MISSILES right

at the Koalas, and Katelyn Reads. Martin and Bruce throw

their smoke bombs causing SMOKE to be RELEASED, causing the

missiles go through the smoke causing the missiles to

EXPLODE.From behind 1 of the giant Bill Bots Bruce RIPS

OPENS the back of the giant Bill Bot and pulls out the power

source of the giant Bill Bot and uses his sticky bomb as

glue to stick the power source on the head of the Bill Bot

causing the power source to EXPLODE, destroying the giant

Bill Bot.

(CONTINUED)
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Suddenly 1 of the 3 remaining giant Bill Bots grab hold of

Jake and lifts him up into the air. Martin, Bruce, Paul and

Fluffy all ACTIVATE the ZERO GRAVITY FUNCTION on their

utility belts to FLOAT into the air to save Jake. Martin

punches the giant Bill Bot’s arms causing the giant Bill Bot

to let go of Jake.

Bruce catches Jake and Paul, Martin and Fluffy comes to the

top of the giant Bill Bot’s head and karate chops the head

causing the giant Bill Bot to SPLIT into 3 causing the giant

Bill Bot to CRASH onto the ground causing it to EXPLODE.

From behind 1 of the giant Bill Bots 10 feet away from the

battle Billy Bills watches as the Koalas and Katelyn Reads

battle the 2 remaining Bill Bots.

BILLY BILLS

(surprised)

Wow these guys are good.

Bruce FLIES down at at 1 of the 2 remaining giant Bill Bots

punching it into the face. The giant Bill Bot grabs Bruce by

the leg and throws him onto the ground.Bruce picks himself

up from the ground and throw his throwing stars hitting it

into the chest. The giant Bill Bot FIRES it’s LASER right at

Paul causing his hoodie to RIP off from him.

BILLY BILLS

No way he is a Koala.

Suddenly the other giant Bill Bot RAPIDLY FIRES it’s LASERS

right at Bruce Martin, Jake and Fluffy causing their hoodies

to RIP off from them.

BILLY BILLS

They are all Koalas?

1 of the giant Bill Bots FIRES it’s MISSILES right at Bruce,

Jake and Katelyn. They all dodge the missiles. Jake pulls

out his grappling hook and FIRES it right at 1 of the

incoming missiles letting the grappling hook to get wrap on

the missile and swings the missiles back at the giant Bill

Bot hitting it causing the giant Bill Bot and made it

EXPLODE.

Suddenly more Giant Bill Bots come down from the sky. They

FIRE their missiles at the koalas and the others. They dodge

the attack and causing the missiles to hit the ground and

EXPLODE on impact.

JAKE

Dude where are those robots coming

from?

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

Time to end this.

The Giant Bill Bots land onto the ground and grab the

koalas. Bruce grabs 1 of it’s arms and judo throws it at

another

PAUL

(to JAke)

Great thinking on using your

grappling hook on the missile and

hitting the Bill Bot.

JAKE

(confuse)

I was thinking about that?

Fluffy turns to see that Billy Bills is watching the battle

the whole time.

FLUFFY

Oh no!!!

KATELYN READS

(to Katelyn)

What Fluffy?

FLUFFY

Someone is watching the battle.

The other Koalas turns to see Billy Bills. Then the last

giant Bill Bot turns to Billy Bills.

GIANT BILL BOT’S P.O.V

The last Giant Bill Bot spot Billy Bills behind him.

RETURN TO SCENE

The last Giant Bill Bot grabs Billy Bills and FLIES into the

air.

BILLY BILLS

(shouts)

Help, Help!!!!

FLUFFY

(to Paul)

Powerful Paul that boy is captured

by the last robot.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

Quickly us our grappling hooks to

pull the robot down to the ground.

All of the Koalas and Katelyn FIRE their grappling hooks at

the flying giant Bill Bot and their grappling hooks wrapping

around it and pull the giant Bill Bot to the ground.

MARTIN

(shouts to S.P.D)

Stan, Peter, Dexter help us out

here.

Stan, Peter and Dexter all come out from the alley to help

out the Koalas and Katelyn to pull the flying giant Bill Bot

to the ground. The Koalas, Katelyn and S.P.D struggle to

pull down the giant Bill Bot from the sky.

PAUL

Keep pulling guys.

Suddenly the flying giant Bill Bot ACTIVATES it’s BOOSTERS

causing the rope wrapped around it to CUT off from it

and to BLAST OFF into the sky with Billy Bills in it’s

arms.

BILLY BILLS

(shouts)

Help!!

The flying giant Bill Bot BLAST OFF into the clouds.

PAUL

(to the others)

We got to go after him

BRUCE

Why Powerful Paul?

PAUL

Because it’s the right thing to do.

STAN

Paul is right

PETER

Totally you guys saved us before

now it’s the time to save him.

CUT TO



11.

INT. BILL CORP ROBOT WAREHOUSE AFTERNOON 10 MINUTES LATER

Billy Bills wakes up to see that he is wrapped up in rope

and tied to a chair in the middle of the robot warehouse.

DEXTER(V.O)

Yeah and besides is the worst that

could happen to him.

Suddenly the monitor TURNS ON in the warehouse. On the

monitor came up Buster Bills.

BUSTER BILLS

Hello Son

BILLY BILLS

Dad!!!

FADE TO BLACK

END OF ACT 1

FADE IN

ACT 2

INT.CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS GARAGE

MELLOW MYSTERY CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Moments

later at the Crime Fighting Karate Koala Bears’ house in

their garage Martin is sitting up at the keyboard of the

computer with Paul, Bruce, Jake, Fluffy, Katelyn Reads, Stan

, Peter and Dexter behind him.

MARTIN

OK the last time we fight off the

robots was during the Street Fair.

PAUL

Then after the fight the last robot

picked up the hooded man, and

blasted off east north east of San

Diego.

STAN

But that hooded man is really Billy

Bills.

THE KOALAS

Who?

(CONTINUED)
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PETER

Billy Bills.

DEXTER

Yes Billy Bills , we used to know

while our parents were working for

Bill corp.

STAN

He thinks that his dad Buster

Bills,needs to use his technology

for good not evil.

PETER

But Buster has other plans with it.

KATELYN READS

So with other plans means world

domination?

JAKE

I am guesting that is a yes.

FLUFFY

Yes it is.

BRUCE

Are you thinking what I am thinking

Powerful Paul?

PAUL

Yes we need to save Billy Bills and

bust Buster Bills evil plan.

STAN

Good we’re coming with you.

PAUL

(disagrees)

Sorry Stan no dice it’s too

dangerous you guys are safe here.

FLUFFY

Powerful Paul is right we don’t

want to see that handsome face of

yours ruined.

BRUCE

(rolled his eyes)

Cool it with the crazed fan phase

Furious Fluffy.

Fluffy then punches Bruce in the shoulder causing him to

crash into a sack of boxes.

(CONTINUED)
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FADE TO

EXT. BILL CORP ROBOT WAREHOUSE ENTRANCE

The Koalas and Katelyn Reads arrive at the entrance of the

Bill Corp Robot Warehouse. The Koalas got off from their

Koalacycles and Katelyn Reads got off from her motorcycle.

PAUL

Marty is this is the place?

Martin look at his Koalacell.

MARTIN

(looking at his Koalacell)

Yes it is according to my Koalacell

it is .

Bruce smiles and CRACKS his knuckles

BRUCE

Well let’s break in and save Billy.

KATELYN READS

Not so fast, let’s take a different

approach inside we don’t know if

there is a boobie trap.

JAKE

(laughs)

Hahaha Boobie Trap!

PAUL

Good thinking let’s enter from the

roof.

The Koalas all ACTIVATE their ZERO GRAVITY FUNCTIONS on

their utility and FLOAT up into the air onto the roof.

Katelyn Reads ACTIVATES her jet shoes to BLAST OFF onto the

roof of the warehouse.

KATELYN READS

Jet shoes never leave home without

them.

CUT TO
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INT. BILL CORP ROBOT WAREHOUSE AFTERNOON

Bruce BREAKS down the sky light window of the warehouse and

the Koalas and Katelyn Reads jump through the broken sky

light window into the warehouse landing feet first on the

floor.

KATELYN READS

(thinking)

Now if I was Bill Bills and I am

inside a warehouse, where would I

be?

JAKE

(pointed to his right)

In the middle of the warehouse tied

up in a chair.

The Koalas and Katelyn Reads run up to Billy Bills all tied

up in the chair.Bruce karate chops the rope wrapped around

Billy Bills.

BILLY BILLS

(thanking)

Thank you for freeing me Koalas.

JAKE

Hey we’re not Koalas.

FLUFFY

(interrupts)

He knows that we are Koalas our

hoodies rip off from us during the

fight with the robots

JAKE

Oh never mind

MARTIN

(asked Billy)

Billy why are you in here?

BILLY BILLS

Because of my dad.

PAUL

(asked)

What does your dad have planned?

Suddenly Buster Bills comes up on the monitor.

(CONTINUED)
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BUSTER BILLS

World domination of course.

PAUL

Buster Bills I take it.

BRUCE

Dude you are one bad father man.

KATELYN READS

Why world domination Mr Bills?

BUSTER BILLS

(explains)

Why I am sick and tired of the

world being different for over 65

million years, people dressing

different, eating different,

speaking different and I can’t take

it anymore.

MARTIN

So I am guesting that you wanted to

remake the world into your image.

BUSTER BILLS

Yes I want the world to dress like

me, eat like me and speak in only

English.

FLUFFY

Sir that’s so ridiculous.

JAKE

(whispers to Billy)

Ha I thought your dad is going to

make a new language.

BILLY BILLS

Dad you don’t have to do all of

this of course the world is

different people are different you

can’t change all of that forever.

BUSTER BILLS

Watch me son.

Suddenly more Bill Bots come out from the floor of the

warehouse.

BUSTER BILLS

If you and your friends take down

all of my Bill Bots before they all

(MORE) (CONTINUED)
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BUSTER BILLS (cont’d)
go out onto the world, I’ll buy you

a car.

Buster Bills on the monitor TURNS OFF. ACTION ROCK AND ROLL

MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. All of the Bill Bots charge at the

Koalas, Katelyn Reads and Billy Bills. Katelyn Reads pulls

out her laser blaster and SHOOTS LASERS at the Bill Bots

hitting 3 of them and made them EXPLODE.

BILLY BILLS

See this is why I live with my mom.

JAKE

You hate being rich, but being rich

is awesome.

BILLY BILLS

Could I tell you after the fight.

JAKE

OK.

Jake leap into the air and does a flying punch at a Bill Bot

BASHING it’s face and leap over it and karate chops another

Bill Bot in half.

Paul takes out his nun chucks and then does a somersault

right at 1 of the Bill Bots and uses his nun chucks to hit

the Bill Bot 3 times causing the Bill Bot and to SHOOT OUT

SPARKS from it’s body. Paul kicks the Bill Bot right at the

other Bill Bots causing them to EXPLODE.

Suddenly 1 of the Bill Bots comes from behind Paul. Paul’s

ears WIGGLES and does a back kick right at the Bill Bot

kicking it causing it to CRASH into the wall.

PAUL

(smiles)

Super Hearing, can’t live without

it.

Bruce and Martin took out their taser sticks and run at the

Bill Bots. The Bill Bots FIRE their LASERS right at Bruce,

and Martin.They both dodge the lasers and stab their teaser

sticks right at 1 of the Bill Bots causing the the Bill Bot

to EXPLODE.

Suddenly 5 of the Bill Bots come at Bruce and Martin so they

both activated their invisibility functions on their utility

belts turning them INVISIBLE. The Bill Bots stop in their

tracks wondering where are Bruce and Martin. Suddenly they

all gotten karate chopped in half causing all of them to

EXPLODE. Then Bruce and Martin turned VISIBLE again.

(CONTINUED)
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Jake uses his skateboard to hit one of the Bill Bots.

Suddenly his skateboard SNAPS in half on the impact of the

Bill Bot. The Bill Bot turn and lifts up Jake by the shirt

and throw him across the room and right at the end of the

warehouse.

Dozens of Bill Bot come right at Jake. Jake FIRES his net

gun right at the Bill Bots.The Bill Bots SHOOT their LASERS

at the net cutting it up into pieces and aimed their lasers

at Jake. Jake run on the wall and then does a back flip over

the dozen Bill Bots and lands behind them and then did a

quintuple kick attack at each Bill Bot kicking them into the

air causing them to SHAKE and then EXPLODE.

JAKE

(smiled)

Awesomongo!!!

Suddenly a Bill Bot come right behind Jake. Jake punches the

Bill Bot causing it’s face to be SMASH into pieces.

Fluffy cartwheel to dodged the LASER FIRE from the Bill Bots

and then she jumps onto the top of a metal box and throws

down a smoke bomb letting her to disappear in the SMOKE. The

3 Bill Bots look around see where is Fluffy.

Suddenly Fluffy come down from the ceiling and hammer fist

on them of them causing their heads to be BASH into pieces.

Katelyn Reads continue to FIRE her laser blaster right at

the Bill Bots hitting them causing them to EXPLODE.

KATELYN READS

I think that is all of them.

BILLY BILLS

Um guest again.

Suddenly more Bill Bots come out from the floor.

PAUL

(asked Billy)

Billy was is going on?

BILLY BILLS

My dad build an underground robot

factory under the warehouse.

MARTIN

So if we destroy the factory, the

factory won’t continue to develop

more robots.

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

But on the other hand where is the

entrance of the factory?

BILLY BILLS

I don’t know.

JAKE

Well we just got to make an

entrance.

Jake grabs Katelyn Read’s laser blaster out from her hands

and SHOOTS at the floor making a BIG HOLE in the floor.

CUT TO

INT. UNDERGROUND BILL BOT FACTORY

Martin, Paul and Fluffy jumps into the factory and sees the

advance assembling line, liquid metal being POURED into

molds of the robots and then being heated into an oven for

robots, and POP out the other end and then being ZAPPED with

a laser making them FLY in the air.

FLUFFY

So what, should we do pull the pug

on this and get out of here

Suddenly Paul’s ears started to WIGGLE.

PAUL

Look out!!!

Paul push Martin and Fluffy to ground and they all duct and

cover as the motion capture lasers FIRES LASERS at them.

MARTIN

Motion capture lasers, smart.

PAUL

Looks like if someone finds this,

lasers are here to stop the

intruders.

FLUFFY

Well we better stop this now, with

out getting hit by the lasers.

MARTIN

Or we could use the lasers as an

advantage.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

Like instead of hitting us they can

hit the assembly line causing to

destroy the factory.

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Paul, Martin

and Fluffy all gotten up from the floor and the LASERS

starts to SHOOT at them.They all quickly dodge the LASERS

FIRES as the LASERS hit the machines of the underground

factory.

Fluffy dodge over 30 laser fires causing the lasers to hit

the machine PORING the liquid metal to EXPLODE and causing

the HOT LIQUID METAL to fall everywhere and hitting Fluffy

on the arm.

FLUFFY

Ahhh!!! My arm that metal is hot.

Martin does a somersault in the air dodging the LASER FIRE,

causing the lasers to hit the heater for the mold of the

Bill Bots, causing it to EXPLODE.

Paul uses his nun chucks to deflect the LASER FIRE, causing

the laser fire to hit the remaining machines in the factory

causing them to EXPLODE destroying them entire factory.

CUT TO

INT. BILL CORP ROBOT WAREHOUSE.

Back in the warehouse Bruce, Jake and Katelyn Reads continue

to fight off the other Bill Bots. Suddenly Paul, Martin, and

Fluffy leap out from the hole to enter into the underground

factory and Paul kick 2 of the Bill Bots in their way.

PAUL

OK the factory is destroyed.

BRUCE

Good no more Bill Bots.

BILLY BILLS

Wrong with the factory destroyed

the foundation of the warehouse

shall collapse.

Suddenly the warehouse starts to SHAKE.

PAUL

(to the others)

Let’s get out of here.

(CONTINUED)
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The Koalas, Katelyn Reads and Billy Bills all run out from

the warehouse and the Bill Bots follow.Paul, Bruce, and

Martin all throw their sticky bombs RELEASING STICKY SLIME,

causing the Bill Bots to stick to the floor.

CUT TO

EXT. BILL CORP ROBOT WAREHOUSE ENTRANCE

The Koalas, Katelyn Reads and Billy Bills all gotten out

from the warehouse safely, as the warehouse EXPLODES and

COLLAPSE to the ground.

PAUL

Good the warehouse is destroyed.

KATELYN READS

Now we need to arrest Buster Bills

and all of his chaos for doing all

of this.

BILLY BILLS

(offers)

I’ll talk to my dad about this.

MARTIN

(asked Billy Bills)

Are you shore about this Billy?

BILLY BILLS

(serious)

I am sure my dad is an evil selfish

man that needs to be stopped.

Billy Bills walks away from the Koalas and Katelyn Reads and

headed back to Bill Corp.

FADE TO

INT. S.P.D’S PENTHOUSE SUNSET

The Koalas, and Katelyn Reads come through the door of

S.P.D’s penthouse where S.P.D where watching the Charger

game.

STAN

(ask)

So how did it go?

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 21.

PAUL

After the fight Billy Bills go off

to see his dad.

MARTIN

So he’ll talk some sine into him

hopefully.

CUT TO

INT. BILL CORP BUSTER BILL’S OFFICE

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In Buster Bill’s

Office Buster Bill was looking out his window watching the

rain coming down his office window.

Suddenly Billy Bills comes into the office. Buster Bills

turns his shoulder to see Billy Bills.

BUSTER BILLS

Oh hello son.

BILLY BILLS

Dad we need to talk (pause) now.

BUSTER BILLS

What is it son?

BILLY BILLS

Your Bill Bots of yours kidnapped

me, how come?

BUSTER BILLS

So, I can stop you from foiling my

plans, I main I have spent years

and years building all of this,

building a robot army and a billion

dollar company I want the world to

be in my image.

BILLY BILLS

(mad)

Dad could you please stop with this

world changing image and get used

to the world the way it is.

BUSTER BILLS

(mad )

No I am tired of the world for what

is wrong with it everything around

the world is different and I wanted

to change it for the better.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 22.

BILLY BILLS

(mad)

Dad you can’t the world is

different, there are different

places and different people, but

you just can’t change it.

BUSTER BILLS

(shouts)

Watch me!!!

Billy Bills walks out of Buster Bill’s office.

FADE TO BLACK


